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ABSTRACT
Corporations worldwide work with teams of often dedicated
system administrators to maintain, detect and prevent net-
work infringements. This is a highly user-driven process that
consumes hundreds (if not thousands) of man hours yearly.
User reporting, the basis of most of these incident detection
systems su↵ers from various biases and leads to below-par
security measures. In the paper, we provide an approach
for near real-time analysis of ongoing events on controlled
networks, while requiring no end-user interaction and sav-
ing on system administrator’s e↵ort. Our proposed solu-
tion, ReasONets, a lightweight, distributed system, provides
situational awareness in case of network incidents. Rea-
sONets combines aspects of anomaly detection with Case-
Based Reasoning (CBR) methodologies to reason about on-
going security events in a network, including their nature,
severity and sources. We build a fully running prototype
of ReasONets, to demonstrate the accuracy of the system,
in doing reasoning and inference on the network status by
exploiting events and network features. To the best of our
knowledge, ReasONets is the first of its kind system combin-
ing detection and classification of network events with real-
time reasoning while being capable of scaling up to large
network sizes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Search pro-
cess; C.3 [Computer Systems Organization]: SPECIAL-
PURPOSE AND APPLICATION-BASED SYSTEMS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Detection is just one step in an overall plan to handle se-

curity incidents. Once detected, security incidents are typi-
cally forwarded to a Security Operation Center (SOC) and
to Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT),
where security analysts triage and investigate incidents and
formulate a response [33]. This work is labor intensive and
relies on extensive domain expertise. Further, user report-
ing, the basis of most of these incident detection systems,
su↵ers from various biases and leads to below-par security
measures. To this date, despite large amount of work in in-
trusion and anomaly detection (e.g. [34, 9, 8]), there is a
great need to improve situational awareness upon incident
detection [26], as current incident detection systems are of-
ten complex, rigid, and provide limited feedback on the inci-
dents being detected. The objective of our work is to tackle
these issues by means of an approach for deep and real-time
understanding of ongoing events in a controlled network. In
particular, we aim to provide in-depth reasoning of reported
anomalies to determine the nature and severity of occurring
security events, by using only a small amount of network
information.

We propose ReasONets, an e↵ective and lightweight sys-
tem, able to process and reason about anomalies and in-
cidents observed in closed networks. ReasONets leverages
anomaly detection components with Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR) methodologies [10, 16], in order to provide situational
awareness in case of network incidents. Underlying the Case-
Based Reasoning process deployed within ReasONets is the
understanding that no security event will ever be identical
to previously experienced incidents in absolute terms, but
should show enough similarities to be qualified as an event
of a certain type. The understanding of anomalous events
is not gathered from rules or general statistics, but by the



analysis of cases. Each case represents a specific type of
event which is already analyzed and described by means of
a flexible set of metrics collected on-the-fly. Furthermore, we
control the uncertain and inaccurate information collected
in real-time, by exploiting the Fuzzy Logic Theory [27]. In
particular, we use a Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm, as well as
a Fuzzy-based Ranking for disambiguating incidents, in case
a clear mapping to known cases cannot be determined.

As a result, rather than acting as a log-based network
intrusion detection system which simply raises alerts or la-
bels an incident that matches static signatures, ReasONets
leverages information from an anomaly detection system
to achieve a more accurate understanding of network spe-
cific incidents. Not only does it specifically locate an in-
cident, but it also determines whether multiple machines
were involved, whether they were a↵ected by the same inci-
dent, what type of incident it was, whether it was human-
driven, accidental, malware-driven etc. Further, it provides
in-depth information about the machines connected to the
incident, their behavior and (for certain cases) the incident
cause.

Our system is also highly adaptive to real-time tra�c
events: if no previous case matches an observed event, we
determine when new cases are to be adapted and, possibly,
merge existing previous cases.

The detection of a machine accessing malicious domains
is a simple yet e↵ective example demonstrating how Rea-
sONets di↵ers from common Security Event Management
(SEM) systems. SEM systems usually rely on Black Lists
and White Lists, through which it is di�cult to infer if a
“new”domain is a good one or not [8]. ReasONets combines
to this basic information a set of metrics that allow us to in-
fer the nature of a domain on-the-fly. In details, our system
measures the content type (i.e. mature, political, sport),
and the geographical distance of the domain with respect to
the closest known malicious domain. Further, we check if
the registrant is an organization that owns other malicious
domains, and if the domain is in the same network of a well-
known malicious domain. The added value of our system is
the capability to do inference on completely unknown do-
mains, allowing us to obtain early identification of malicious
domains, and their relationship (if any) with existing ones.

We deployed a fully running prototype of ReasONets, and
carried out extensive experimental evaluation in actual net-
works of various sizes, using a real-world dataset. Our ex-
periments demonstrate good accuracy and reasonable per-
formance, even when the system is posed under great stress
with a large number of incidents.

To the best of our knowledge, ReasONets is a first of its
kind system combining detection and classification of net-
work events with real-time reasoning while being capable of
scaling up to to large network sizes. Our approach is how-
ever inline with current industry and government e↵orts for
systematic classification of network incidents to increase sit-
uational awareness by means of new metrics to supplement
current measures of detection [22]. In particular, our cases
may be considered instances of classified threats, which can
be deployed under the STIX format promoted by Mitre [21].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we compare this work with related projects. Next, we pro-
vide an overview of the ReasONets system. We then present
the main components of our architecture, and discuss their
functionality. In Section 5, we describe the ReasONets pro-

totype. Section 6 is devoted to experimental evaluation. We
conclude in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Several host-based and network-based approaches to in-

cident (and intrusion) detection have been proposed in lit-
erature [34, 30, 9, 10, 4]. Some of these approaches are
anomaly-based, and rely on models based on tra�c or events
generated during a normal operation of the system [13, 32,
12, 6]. Others are based on matching observed events with
predefined signatures of known incidents [15, 31]. ReasONets
leverages these well-known paradigms to provide more fine-
grained analysis of new and well-known incidents. Without
resorting to either complex statistics or static signatures,
ReasONets enables processing and reasoning of conventional
anomaly detection input toward accurate and customized in-
cident analysis.

Within the extensive body of work on anomaly detection,
the closest approaches to ours are from Guha and colleagues
[10] and Esmaili [7]. Guha and colleagues develop an inci-
dent detection system for wireless networks, with an un-
derlying CBR. The system architecture and capability are
however fundamentally di↵erent from that of ReasONets.
In Guha, the CBR is distributed, and the main focus is on
computational and network performance, rather than accu-
racy. The authors provide no specific discussion on how the
cases are built, the similarity metric used and achieved ac-
curacy. The level of adaptiveness achieved by the approach
is unclear, given the lack of empirical evaluation. Esmaili
and colleagues [7] discuss a high level model for integrating
case-based reasoning techniques in intrusion detection sys-
tems. The authors highlight the benefit of introducing CBR
in such systems and provide important insights on the chal-
lenges of integrating CBR in a real-time detection system.
However, their focus is purely on intrusions and therefore on
the analysis of audit trails, which is very di↵erent from our
approach. Further, they do not develop any sensitive met-
rics for cases similarity and indexes nor do they provide any
working prototype. Other loosely related approaches exploit
the modeling of network tra�c, by analyzing the packet pay-
load [8]. These approaches are often ine�cient due to the
high amount of data to process, and the di�culty in analyz-
ing encrypted packets.

Some of the recent works on incident and intrusion detec-
tion focus on the problem of false detection rate [36], in that
false positive rates continue to be a significant problem in
most current intrusion detection systems [2]. An interesting
approach is proposed by Zomlot and colleagues, who present
an e�cient algorithm for carrying out Dempster-Shefer be-
lief calculation on an intrusion detection alert correlation
graph, to reduce false positives based on computed belief
scores. The problem of false positive rates is also elegantly
tackled in Disclosure [3], wherein Bilge and colleagues also
studied a botnet detection system that uses NetFlow records
to distinguish C&C channels from benign tra�c. To reduce
false positive rate, authors incorporate a number of external
reputation scores into their system’s detection procedure.
As shown in our experimental evaluation (Section 6), in Rea-
sONets, fine tuning and careful configuration are needed to
control false positives. Hence, it is part of our future work
to study how to adopt approaches such as the one proposed
by Zomlot et al. or Bilge to reduce the false positive rate.



3. OVERVIEW OF THE REASONETS SYS-
TEM

The ReasONets system provides a knowledge-based rea-
soner system for detection and analysis of real time incidents
in controlled networks. Specifically, ReasONets relies on a
layered architecture, which consists of adopting anomaly de-
tection first, and reasoning afterward. In order to function
e↵ectively, anomaly detection is based on the preliminary
analysis of patterns of ordinary network activities within
the local network, through the definition of standard net-
work tra�c patterns, or signatures, generated by means of
network metrics. The anomalies identified using the stan-
dard patterns as reference represent the starting point of
case-based reasoning (CBR).

In general, the idea of using CBR is to dynamically solve
complex questions by comparing observed events with sim-
ilar cases, whereby each case describes a known significant
event [16], and is described using symbolic descriptors. In
our context, reasoning not only provides indications about
the severity of the anomaly, but also it provides large amount
of information about the incident being experienced. This
information includes, for example, the type of malware be-
ing used to attack the network or whether an insider is sus-
pected. Each case is described by a set of relevant network
features, collected during an initial training and adapted to
the observed incidents over time. Case mapping is achieved
by means of fuzzy logic operations, so as to control and ab-
stract away from the coarse network data collected by the
loggers. In particular, we use a fuzzy clustering algorithm,
as well as a fuzzy-based ranking to determine the degree of
similarity between incidents and classify an observed inci-
dent in a known or newly experienced case.

From an architectural standpoint, ReasONets may be de-
ployed either as a fully centralized system or in a distributed
fashion. In either deployment, the main actors are the moni-
tored machines and a standalone network administrator ma-
chine. In the distributed settings, on monitored machines,
network tra�c logs are generated and optimized. The net-
work tra�c logs provide data about the machines’ network
activities, the amount of data being transmitted from these
foreign locations, type of requests being made (GET, POST,
DELETE) and how long a connection to a foreign address
lasts. The network logs are kept along with local statis-
tics at the machines level, to provide information about the
network activities of the machine during these sessions with
external locations. In case of centralized deployment, some
of the functionality at the client is moved to network proxies
or log collectors, that can process and store the data, and
produce the statistics required for analysis.

On the main system, the administrator’s machine, the
ReasONets is in charge of aggregating all these logs from the
participating monitored machines, gathering additional in-
formation, and analyze these enriched logs. This additional
information takes the form of metrics related to unknown
domains, tra�c comparison with malware clusters, etc. It is
also required for creating and dispersing tra�c rules to the
monitored machines to safeguard against future incidents.

We report the overall flow of execution of the ReasONets
system in Figure 1. The input parameters are represented
by the data and the network logs obtained from monitored
computers connected to the network, whereas the output
parameters are detailed indications about the suspected na-

ture of the incident, its severity, and the confidence asso-
ciated with this assessment. Further, feedback on possible
actions to be completed to address the incident is provided
to the ReasONets user.

4. THE REASONETS CORE COMPONENTS
The ReasONets is organized into two key layers: anomaly

detection and reasoning. We begin this section with a dis-
cussion of the anomaly detection component. Reasoning,
which is the core of our solution, is discussed next.

4.1 Anomaly-Detection Component
Similar to many anomaly-based systems, the ReasONets

Anomaly Detection Component (ADC) operates in two dif-
ferent modes: training mode and monitoring mode. As we
discuss next, ReasONets’s ADC merely focuses on anomaly
discovery, rather than incidents and intrusions analysis. There-
fore, it purposely lacks sophisticated metrics and anomaly
models, in that incident analysis is performed by the ad-
ditional layers of the system. This component is currently
deployed by leveraging the SNORT intrusion detection sys-
tem, as we discuss in Section 5.

4.1.1 Training mode
The first step of the ReasONets ADC aims at defining

baseline network patterns of the controlled network, to later
on search for network events that do not meet these observed
and ordinary patterns. Hence, during training ReaSOnets
collects patterns of regular tra�c of both portions of the
monitored network as well as of each individual machine
within the monitored network. The normal behavior of a
machine is measured in terms of network tra�c and appli-
cation (HTTP) tra�c generated, plus performance metrics
that measure the average usage of the CPU and RAM, over
a certain time interval.
We specifically log incident-free network activities of each
monitored machine, by using a simple and lightweight rep-
resentation of the tra�c. A single entry in a log file has
information stripped from packet headers, and specifically
include the following basic elements:
< TimeStamp, Protocol, SourceIP, SourcePort, DestIP, DestPort >
To extract patterns of groups of machines, the generated logs
of all systems in the network are simultaneously processed
by the ReasONets. By means of pattern matching meth-
ods, ReaSOnets then generates and stores network “signa-
tures” indicative of groups of machines displaying the same
tra�c [17]. In general, two or more machines belong to
the same group if in the generated logs at least two en-
tries among Protocol, SourceIP or DestIP, SourcePort and
DestPort match.1

At the end of the training phase all the regular tra�c is
stored in tra�c “clusters”. Starting from these clusters, the
ReasONets generates new logging rules that are sent to the
logger running on the monitored machine, to exclude regu-
lar tra�c from future logged activities. Intuitively, machines
belonging to the same cluster receive the same set of logging
rules. In particular, we generate a new pass rule for each
cluster generated, which allows to discard the tra�c belong-
ing to it from log activities. For example, a pass rule in the
SNORT rules file has the following form:
1Only one of the IP (destination or source) needs to match,
due to the fact that the other IP refers to the IP of the
monitored machine.



Figure 1: Overall Approach

pass IP 130.203.157.23 80 � > 123.55.1.140 2134

This rule states that all the IP tra�c going from the ma-
chine with IP equals to 130.203.157.23 by using the port
number 80, and going toward the machine with IP equals
to 123.55.1.140 by using the port number 2134, must be
ignored by SNORT.

4.1.2 Monitoring mode
The ADC, upon filtering out the ordinary tra�c by train-

ing the model, is in charge of implementing a two-variate
model to check whether the reported suspicious tra�c is in
fact representative of anomalies. Two types of anomaly are
detected: (1) single machines that open connection toward
unknown domains/machines, or toward known domains/machines
but using unusual protocols or port numbers; (2) subset of
machines with same sequence of connections toward specific
unknown domains/ machines, not necessarily in the same
order. Here, as unknown domain/machine we mean a web
domain or machine external to the monitored network, never
visited/contacted before by any internal machines.
The focus on these two basic anomalies, as a first level of
detection, is motivated by the assumption that malicious
activities most likely exhibit some specific communication
pattern that is di↵erent from the norm, i.e. contacting desti-
nation that the internal hosts would not have contacted oth-
erwise, misusing protocols, or using uncommon port number
that internal host have never used before [24]. In fact, in an
ordinary operation of the network, the IP addresses with
which a group of hosts communicates exhibit stability over
time. We specifically group the machines’ behavior in clus-
ters, since one of the most common cause of network failure,
and security issues, is malware. Since malware often infects
multiple machines within a large network, then the infected
machines should have closely similar characteristic behav-
iors [24]. With the first type of anomaly we address any
other case in witch only one machine is involved, for exam-
ple clumsy actions performed by a user that is operating on
a monitored machine.

In order to detect the above anomalies, we employ a set
of metrics for machine profiling. The metrics (details are
reported in Appendix A, for each class of metric) include:

• Network Level Metrics, aiming to measure network
tra�c activity. Examples of metrics in this category

are: Average Flow Packet Count and Ratio Flow Count
per Average Package Size, that allow to measure the
machine network activity.

• Application Level Metrics, to approximate the HTTP
tra�c generated by each monitored machine, during its
interaction with external machines and the Internet.
Table 6 in Appendix reports additional examples of
Network and Application Level metrics, respectively.

• Machine Performance Metrics aiming to measure
the work load of monitored machine in term of CPU
and RAM, metrics collected directly from the machine
involved in our analysis.

Whenever an anomaly is detected in the tra�c generated
by the monitored machines, an additional set of metrics is
gathered for each visited domain. The objective of this new
set of metrics is to investigate whether the visited domain
may be the source of the incident, and therefore related to
the machines anomalous behavior. These metrics are then
combined to derive the maliciousness level of a particular
domain among all the domains involved in a suspect inci-
dent. Below we include simple descriptives for the metrics
generated, which are normalized before computation.

• Same Network (sn) indicates if the suspicious domain
is in the same network of a well-known malicious do-
main

• Spatial Distance (sd) between the suspicious domain
and its closest well-known malicious domain

• Bad Owner (reg) indicates if the domain registrant is
the owner of a well-known malicious domain

• Blacklisted (b) states if the domain is Blacklisted

• Whitelisted (w) states if the domain is Whitelisted

The state of a domain is determined to be blacklisted
through comparison with an exhaustive database available
from ShallaList [29], integrated with few other well-known
lists [28, 35]. Starting from the above metrics, the domain’s
maliciousness level is calculated simply as follow:

dml =
X

i={sn,sd,reg,c,b,w}

wi ⇤ i (1)



where i = {sn, sd, reg, c, b, w} denotes the metrics and their
corresponding weight wi, calculated in order to reflect the
relevance of the feature for the overall domain maliciousness
level (dml) value. The vector of weights w can be computed
by training with a number of known malicious domains.

Note that dml is only useful for certain classes of incidents,
and it is considered as an add-on, rather than a core metric.
It is therefore disregarded in case of a suspect event where
no malicious domain might have been visited.

4.2 Reasoning
The core of our architecture consists of Case-Based Rea-

soner (CBR) [10] on the events detected by the higher sys-
tem layers. A case represents a known incident or security
event, which has been experienced in the system and ad-
dressed by administrators. Each case is represented by a
vector of significant features, each feature denoting a metric
and the corresponding value range. For the purpose of our
analysis we adopt a knowledge base (KB) which currently
collects and models two classes of cases. First is the set
of cases which represent the most common network spread
malware (e.g., DoS, Virus, Botnet, Worms, Keylogger and
Spyware). Second is the set of non-malware related inci-
dents, that can be observed through network analysis. For
example, voluntary access to a domain with adult-only con-
tent, as well as cases of unauthorized access to a monitored
machine from a remote one. The cases are obtained using
a hybrid approach that combines empirical evaluations and
analysis of well-known security incidents a↵ecting small en-
terprise networks. Additional cases are dynamically added
to the KB as they are experienced, according to a set of
adaptation rules within the model.

Previous attempts have used threshold-based approaches
to detect incidents, with and without the aid of a CBR sys-
tem. However, using simple thresholds may not provide suf-
ficient knowledge about the event, and would fail in case of
hybrid events, that appear similar to more than one inci-
dent [14]. To cope with these issues, we have designed our
reasoner by adopting a multi-layer approach that builds on
Fuzzy Logic and on ad hoc-case Fuzzy Ranking.

The goal is to develop appropriate similarity metric for
cases analysis that are defined as a collection of feature com-
parison results, and use fuzzy rules to specify how these in-
termediate results are combined. Although each case feature
may require a di↵erent type of comparison, using fuzzy, the
result of the comparison is a similarity assessment between
the same case feature of the problem specification and of a
case from the case archive. In addition, fuzzy logic handles
situations where no-crisp answers can be found, which often
occurs when one needs to determine to what degree an inci-
dent is related to a known case. Beside fuzzy-based analysis,
we compare selected and weighted features of relevant cases
for any potential new input, in order to check for relevant
information that is most indicative of a case, and therefore
can help discern the nature of the incident.

4.2.1 Case Representation
ReasONets models a case c as follows:

< cid, {m1, ...,mk, dml}, rc, pc, wc
> (2)

where cid is the case identifier, {m1, ...,mk} represents a set
of triplets mi = hmin(fi),mid(fi),max(fi)i for each col-
lected metric fi 2 [1, k]. dml represents the domain mali-

ciousness level, per the discussion in Section 4.1.2. rc rep-
resents the risk level associated to the case, pc represents
the likelihood of the case. The latter two metrics can be
derived either by gathering local statistics collected within
the organization or through public data associated to the
frequency and the impact of the incidents described by the
case. Finally, wc is the vector of weights associated to the
case’s metrics. Weights model how representative certain
metrics are for the case they are associated with. For exam-
ple, network flow metrics are of great relevance during denial
of service attacks, but may matter little in case of access to
prohibited domains. We discuss in detail the use of the last
three components in our discussion of the case analysis.

Instances of a case c are stored in analogous way as the
original case they belong to:

inst =< iid, {m1, ...,mk, dml}, c, deg(c) > (3)

Here, deg(c) denotes the membership degree of the in-
stance to the case c which it is assigned to. This information
is added upon incident assignment.

4.2.2 Case Retrieval and Ranking
We propose a multi-step ranking algorithm for identify-

ing the best match among possible candidate cases. The
algorithm allows us to ascertain not only to what extent the
incident belongs to a given case, but also whether a new ad
hoc case should be generated.

Given an observed incident inc, the first task consists of
computing its membership degree with all possible cases in
the knowledge base. This value, denoted as deginc(c), for
case c is to determine how ”similar” inc is to the profiled
cases. We provide two computations of deginc, depending
on whether the system already has record of observed in-
stances for the case or not. The intuition for both formulae
is that membership is computed as a function of the met-
rics vector’s distance from other occurrences of the case, and
these occurrences’ memberships.

Specifically, let |m| denote the cardinality of the set of
triplets {m1, . . . ,mk} withmi = hmin(fi),mid(fi),max(fi)i
of Equation 2, representing the values stored for each case’s
metric fi. Let diff(f) = max(f) � min(f). If there are
recorded instances (denoted as inst) of a case c, deginc(c)
leverages the information collected for each previous incident
of the case, and it is computed as follows:

Pinst2c

2

4deginst(c) ⇥
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⌘

������

������
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(4)

Here, max(f) and diff(f) are used for normalization, whereas
inc(f) and inst(f) represent respectively the measured value
of f for the current incident inc and the instance inst 2 c.
Finally, deginst(c) is the membership degree of a previously
experienced incident associated with case c, and therefore
labeled as instance (inst). Note that in Equation 4, we use
all the instances of case c stored in the KB, so as to increase
the accuracy of the detection algorithm.

As seen in Equation 4, the assigned memberships are in-
fluenced by the inverse of the distances from the existing
instances of the case and their class memberships. The in-



verse distance serves to weigh a vector’s membership more
if it is closer and less if it is farther from the vector under
consideration.

If the case has no recorded instances, the membership
degree is instead computed in a similar manner, by relating
the metrics of the incident directly with the case record, as
follows:

|m|X
0

@diff(f) �

������

������
inst(mid(f))
⇣

max(f)

diff(f)

⌘ �
c(mid(f))
⇣

max(f)

diff(f)

⌘

������

������

1

A (5)

In the above equation, c(mid(f)) represents the value of the
metric f that is associated with the case c.

Next, given the cases C=[c1, . . . cn] ordered according to
the corresponding membership degree (per Equation 4) for
incident inc [deginc(c1), . . . , deginc(cn)] such that deginc(c) >
0.1 8c 2 C, we compute K-NN clustering algorithm among
all incident instances recorded for c1, .., cn. Note that this
step is particularly useful for large KBs with a rich history
of incidents, since the computed membership degrees rep-
resent an average of the incident similarity with the case,
but these values may vary greatly even within incidents of a
same case. Hence, they may not represent crisp indicators
of similarity. This step is instead omitted or less relevant
if few cases’ instances are recorded. In the latter case, the
incident may simply be assigned to the case with the highest
membership degree. If the majority of the close neighbors in
the K-NN set belong to a same case ci with a degree above a
system defined threshold � (set to 0.65 on our experiments),
we model the incident as an instance of ci.

If no dominant case is found, that is

deginc(c1)� deginc(c2) < ✏

where ✏ is a small threshold, we compute an additional rank-
ing for the cases in C. The additional ranking algorithm re-
quires recomputing a refined membership degree deginc(c),
determined using fuzzyfied feature values, to control the
noise introduced by comparing empirically collected values
which may be coarse or not accurate. At the core of the al-
gorithm is the following computation of membership degree
to replace deginst(c) in Equation 4. This is again computed
for every case the incident may be associated with - given
the crisp membership degree values obtained in the previous
step of the algorithm. We first compute the distance among
weighted metrics of previous instances:

↵ =

|m|X
(wc(f)⇥Defuzzy [diff(f)� ||Fuzzy (inc(f))� Fuzzy (c(f))||])

(6)
Then, we compute the actual membership degree as follows:

degfuz inc(c) = rc ⇥ pc ⇥ ↵ (7)

Note that degfuz inc(c) di↵ers from deginst(c) in two ways.
First, in computing ↵ we assign a di↵erent weight wc(f)
to each specific feature. Further, risk parameter rc and a
likelihood parameter pc from the case representation in (2),
are also taken into account, to classify the incident with a
greater accuracy. Finally, ↵ includes fuzzification and de-
fuzzification steps of the measured features, represented in
the equation 6 by means of Fuzzy and Defuzzy functions
- in accordance with the Fuzzy Theory [27].

If even fuzzy ranking does not reveal a dominant case,
ReasONets classifies the incident as new case by starting
the case profiling process and stores it in the KB.

Also note that the KB is periodically optimized: If sev-
eral incidents with same features are mapped on the same
subset of cases, we execute a merge operation that allows
the creation of a single case representing all the cases in the
subset.

5. REASONETS PROTOTYPE
ReasONets was built to be an Operating System (OS) in-

dependent incident-detection solution. The system includes
multiple monitored client machines in the network, and one
federated administrative server machine.

Each client machine is equipped with 3 major components
in addition to the ReasONets client. First, each monitored
machine hosts and runs SNORT[1], a lightweight network
packet sni↵er and logger, which generates and stores network
tra�c logs. Second, each machine also runs ”TypePerf” [19],
which helps capture client system statistics like processor
usage by various processes. TypePerf is pre-installed pro-
gram in Windows 7 and requires no additional plugins for
its usage. Analogous performance loggers are available for
Unix and Macintosh OS. The third component is a database
where all the network and machine performance logs, once
captured, can be stored and appropriately accessed by the
admin console machine (e.g. MySQL, or Microsoft SQL
Server). All client programs including the client version of
ReasONets are designed to be non-intrusive and create min-
imal interference for the user. Note that in principle, the
three client programs could be o✏oaded to a network appli-
ance that monitors a local subnet. This approach would de-
ploy a decentralized model of ReasoNets, with the following
advantages: (1) it would make the management of endpoints
easier, (2) it might be more secure since if malware gets on
an endpoint it could disable these services, while it is more
di�cult to compromise an appliance, and (3) it might be
more scalable.

The administrative machine is equipped with a MySQL
database and the server version of ReasONets. The Rea-
sONets houses the main logic for incident detection, reason-
ing and learning and is known as the engine. The engine
is responsible for all database interactions across the ma-
chines, for data gathering and network tra�c policy disper-
sal. The engine is configured to retrieve logs from remote
clients using an encrypted connection. The input is given
by the data obtained from monitoring computers connected
to the network, whereas the output are detailed indications
about the suspected nature of the incident, its severity, and
the confidence associated with this assessment. Feedback
and possible actions to complete in order to address the in-
cident are provided to the network administrator, as shown
by the interface presented in Figure 2. The admin console
is a multi-tab GUI which displays synthesized data on the
experienced incidents and their types. In the main control
panel, the top half of the GUI displays a processed log of
recent network incidents, including creation time, case, and
clients involved. The middle window visualizes anomalous
patterns of behavior across multiple machines, along with
detailed information on the specific of the behavior, includ-
ing tra�c type, direction, external IPs etc. Finally, the bot-
tom window displays unusual tra�c originated by individual
machines, and that is yet to be processed and assigned to



Figure 2: ReasONets console

cases. Other tabs (not shown in Figure) report expanded
information on the above data, including a description of
the incident and its association with alike cases, possible
overlapping cases and feedback for future action.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we discuss our experimental evaluation.

We first present the datasets used for our analysis, and the
experiments we focused on. Next, we discuss our system
setup. Finally, we present the results of our experiments.

6.1 Test Data
For the purpose of the experiments, the client prototype,

described in the previous section, was modified by discard-
ing the packet sni�ng tool SNORT and replacing it with a
dataset (DITL I2-20080317 from PREDICT [25]) which con-
tains 48 hours worth of clean, real tra�c IP packet headers
collected from an academic ISP. This dataset allows us to
generate a constant and varied stream of tra�c, in absence
of incidents. The data was parsed and fed into the client
databases so that each client machine acted as a concentra-
tor and stored data from up to 5 di↵erent IP addresses. To
this clean tra�c data, various tra�c records were injected,
so as to introduce/replicate/emulate various network inci-
dents.

We generated malicious tra�c to specify baseline cases
for our tests. To ensure real-world (or at least, realistic)
traces, we leveraged existing specialized datasets or gener-
ated the actual tra�c as ground-truth. When generating
malicious tra�c, test machines were used, which were first
formatted with a clean image of Microsoft Windows (Xp
or 7), configured to run a packet sni↵er (SNORT) followed

Table 1: Core Cases
Case Id Case Type

1 REGULAR - No Browsing
2 REGULAR - Browsing
3 Torrent Download
4 Bot Net
5 DOS (Denial of Service)
6 Sni�ng
7 Visited Malicious Domain

by running the programs related to that certain test case
(the machines were promptly re-formatted afterwards). A
detailed example of the adopted methodology for case gen-
eration is reported in Appendix B.

On average, we observed about 50 incidents per generated
case. We report examples of our approach for developing
some interesting cases below.

Torrent tra�c was studied and replicated by running the
actual torrent programs, uTorrent[23] and BitTorrent[5]. Each
program was used to download 2 hours worth of data during
which, all incoming and outgoing IP headers were recorded.
Similarly, BotNet attacks were simulated by accessing/running
known malware [18] while sni�ng and recording all incoming
and outgoing IP headers.

”Visited Malicious Domains” corresponds to the case of
users accessing blacklisted or prohibited sites. This case
was instantiated by performing browsing sessions of various
duration to sites listed on the ShallaList’s blacklist [29], a
downloadable, regularly updated list of blacklisted websites
which is freely available online. Likewise, denial of service
attacks (DoS) were studied by analyzing multiple datasets
available online for researchers. The first dataset down-
loaded from CAIDA[11] provided 1 hour worth of anonymized
trace data for a DDoS attack which occurred on Aug 4,2007.
The other two datasets from PREDICT (”iperf emulated attacks-
20090621”and ”DoS traces-20020629”)[25] provide trace data
for DoS related tra�c captured from 4 di↵erent attacks.

Like for the former cases, the CAIDA dataset too was
passed onto the ReasONets system for case-based metric
generation and classification. Studying the tra�c records
from the PREDICT database (4 di↵erent attacks lasting for
up to 10 minutes), allowed us to specifically isolate the traf-
fic responsible for the DoS attacks. As this contained both
single source to destination machine based attack and multi-
ple source to single destination attacks, we simply replicated
the same tra�c during our testing for simulating an attack
on one of our client machines, when required.

Furthermore, in order to model network issues that are
not strictly related to the actions of malware but are in-
stead due to the actions of a malicious user, we generated
two additional cases. The first involved voluntary access to
”restricted” domain; these domains were restricted due to
either its mature (e.g. pornographic) nature or malicious
content (e.g. malware repository). The second one was the
unauthorized access to a monitored machine over a remote
connection.

Upon having obtained the desired traces for each case, we
stored each of them along with the network metrics of Ex-
pression (2). Some of the representative cases are reported in
Table 1. Additional cases were subsequently added for test-
ing purposes, inspired by the analysis of patterns of common
attacks described in [20]. Subsequently, to generate testing
data, we designed ad-hoc scripts that modified the original
incidents logs to reflect the same pattern of behavior with
customized and disguised dimensions.

6.2 Experiments
We completed several experiments, to check for scalabil-

ity, performance and accuracy of ReasONets. We briefly
introduce each set of experiments below.

• Performance and Accuracy. The first set of exper-
iments consisted of 5 rounds for each of the 5 network
size configurations. The purpose of this set of experi-
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ments was to assess the performance and accuracy of
the system against 5 types of cases when tested against
increasing number of client machines plugged into the
system. In addition, we tested the accuracy achieved
when varying the weights’ feature vector for the tested
cases, and studied how features’ weights of represen-
tative cases can be configured for best results.

• Stress Test. We tested the detection rate in case of
an increasingly high number of incidents, and in case
of a large KB.

• Comparison with baseline approach. We aim to
compare the accuracy of our system against a standard
baseline system which provides basic tra�c classifica-
tion.

• Scalability. We complete scalability tests to deter-
mine the e�ciency and scalability of the system over
larger network sizes. Networks of up to 80 machines,
with tra�c from about 450 distinct IP addresses, were
considered.

6.3 Setup
The experiments were run in an environment having a

client-server architecture, with one dedicated machine act-
ing as the central server (our admin console) and multiple
remote clients connected to the admin machine via an ether-
net based L2 (data link layer) network (see Figure 3). Each
client machine was running Windows 7 on a 2.5 Ghz Intel-
based dual core processors with at least 4 GB of RAM.

The server was kept in the same subnet as the rest of the
client machines. This achieves two goals: It simulates a pure
point-to-point client-server interaction and it lowers network
latency. The central admin console periodically polls (every
5 minutes) the remote clients to look for new tra�c data in
their database(s), which are then filtered, moved in a com-
pressed manner over the network and processed to be ana-
lyzed. Incidents are displayed to the system admin through
the engine’s graphical interface, shown in Figure 2.

At the start of every experiment, all client and server
databases were erased. Next, approximately 6 to 10 hours
worth of clean tra�c data was introduced from the LAN-
DER dataset, succeeded by injection of tra�c data related to

the test being conducted. The ratio of incident-to-clean data
was kept between 10%-15%. Scalability tests had around 4
hours worth of clean data introduced along with 10% worth
of malicious tra�c. Our incident data also included ”false”
incidents. True incidents were real tra�c representations of
the case whereas false incidents were tra�c data with pat-
terns similar to either a) some other case b) random behavior
resembling other incidents.

To handle a larger set of machines while having a workable
network performance, the outgoing tra�c from the client
databases was compressed. It was observed that, for every
poll made by the admin console for new data from the client
machines approximately 3,000 to 4,500 tra�c records were
transferred per machine. Average size of each tra�c record
was i) for Uncompressed data (before transmission) about 16
Kb; ii) For Compressed data (during network transmission),
about 10-12 Kb. Note that a large number of tra�c records
together comprise an incident. For example, the DDoS at-
tack required at least 3000-4000 records from multiple ma-
chines to be identified as an incident. Torrent required a
lower number, of around 500 records2.

Except for the scalability tests, all the experiments were
conducted under cold start conditions. This means that
before performing an experiment, we did not perform any
training, so as to test the worse possible setting for our sys-
tem. The content of the KB varied according to the experi-
ment type. As the training phase is responsible for weeding
out all the regular/ safe tra�c, not running the training
phase leads to presence of several 100’s or even 1000’s of
tra�c logs which should otherwise have been filtered out.
Note that running a scalability test in such a scenario leads
to a potential distributed DoS attack on our admin machine.

Thus, to reduce the chances of clogging the engine, for
the scalability test only we reduced the number of records
being sent over from the remote clients, while still injecting
10-15% of incident data into the system. The rate of tra�c
flow was pre-determined by running the training phase of
ReasONets for 40 clients over a time span of 7 days, followed
by observation of the average number of tra�c records being
sent over a 6 hours time interval.

6.4 Results
Accuracy The first experiment involved varying the num-
ber of test (client) machines from a range of 7 to 15 while
evaluating the system on the basis of its time performance,
CPU utilization, false positive (FP) and precision values.
We kept the network small for this experiment to better fo-
cus on the accuracy of specific cases. As we show in our
scalability test, the results with larger networks are compa-
rable. The FP ratio for a system is important in assessing
the accuracy of the system, as a high FP ratio has the abil-
ity to drown out legitimate incident detection alerts. False
negative FN are also relevant, but we note that our system
has consistently less than 1% FN rates. Hence, we do not
discuss it here.

The expected trend for change of values of precision and
FP ratio for a learning based system is an increasing curve
for precision and a decreasing curve for FP ratio. This is be-
cause, as the system gains more information, it should able
to take more informed decisions. This trend is confirmed

2Generally, we observe a range of 0-25 or more tra�c records
for a Source and Destination IP pair within the time span
of a second.



experimentally. Figure 4 reports the overall precision val-
ues recorded during this experiment. Recall that precision
values express the ability of the system to correctly identify
and tag an incident. This pattern is observed consistently in
all of the cases. We notice that for DoS (Case 5), precision
is consistently increasing, except for the transition from 9
to 11 machines, where the precision remains constant. This
transition can be speculated as the minimum threshold of
network configuration size for the critical/ stable function-
ality of the system. In other words, it is the minimum net-
work size required for the system to gather su�cient data
for a specific kind of incident.

Further, for all cases, we observed a false positive rate
(not reported in the graphs) ranging from 6.4% to about
3.7%, with a notable improvement when the number of ma-
chines increases. Higher FP rates were always observed with
smaller network configurations. For instance, for case 3
(DoS), we find the FP rates for configurations under 7 ma-
chines to be at 6.67% from where it linearly decreases to
5.13% for 11 machines succeeded by no visible change over
the next size configuration of 13 machines, after which it
promptly decreases to 3.67% over the final size configura-
tion of 15 machines (corresponding to over 60 distinct IP
addresses).

The decrease in FP ratio as the network size configuration
increases follows the expected decreasing pattern except for
transition from 11 to 13 machines. During this transition,
the evaluations show no change in performance rate. Given
the randomized distribution of incidents over its timeline
across multiple machines and the interval between each poll
by the server, we speculate that it is not un-realistic to see
the system learning the same amount of information in both
configurations (11 and 13 machines), hence leading to no
change in output. Concerning the output for Botnet (case
4), here too we find a decreasing trend, with a non changing
transition over 9 to 11 machines, before and after which the
graph plots are always decreasing. The same trend is seen
for the rest of the three cases, which lends more credibil-
ity to the explanation that the randomized distribution of
incidents over the timeline leads to unpredictable jumps in
increase in learning.

To further investigate whether the accuracy can be im-
proved, we repeated the same tests on a network counting
20 hosts (78 IP addresses) and 20 cases (8 cases were varia-
tions of the original cases in Table 1), and varied uniformly
weights for some of the features. We particularly focused on
the aggregate feature dml, and the weights used for the ”spa-
tial distance” (sd) metric. Recall that spatial distance aims
at measuring the distance between the domain observed dur-
ing the incident and its closest well-known malicious domain.
This metric was chosen for our analysis as it is the least intu-
itive to be interpreted as compared to the other ones forming
dml. Variations on other metrics (e.g. black list, white list
etc) also reported less notable results.

We study the changes in accuracy upon changing in the
same way dml for all cases. This test was executed for 24
hours, and the machine’s data included 200 true and actual
incidents per case. 100 of these incidents were of DoS type,
the remaining were randomly distributed across the other
cases. We report the most interesting results in Table 2. In

Table 2: Weights influence on detection accuracy -
weights are changed for for sd in dml

Setting Case FP TP Prec.

Baseline DoS 6 94 94.059
Other cases 5 94 94.949

Increasing
w

Dos 1.8 91 97.849
Other cases 9 98 91.588

Decreasing
w

Dos 11 97 89.814
Other cases 2.4 89 96.739

the table, we highlight the performance achieved with DoS
detection, as compared to other cases. This is to highlight
the distinct pattern observed in the DoS versus other cases.
As reported, varying dml has a great influence on the overall
accuracy and can bring our precision close to 98% and a
false positive rate to 1.8% for DoS and of 96.7% precision
(about 2% FP) for the other cases, respectively. When we
increased weight to the sd metric used to compute dml, and
in specifics we gave it a stronger weight in case of farther
distances, a better accuracy was achieved for DoS and the
performance su↵ered on the other cases. The reverse pattern
was observed for the other cases. We speculate that, since
during a DoS attack multiple source machine tend to attack
a single destination machine, our study shows (roughly) that
the machines tend to be spatially apart from each other so
as to prevent early detection.
Stress Testing. In the second set of experiments we tested
how the system performs when an increasing number of in-
cidents occur. The number of incidents were varied from
5 to 500, with an increase of 10 incidents for every round
of experiment. Each round was executed for over 16 hours.
The results are reported in Figure 5. Except for the ini-
tial rounds where the system has apparently not gathered
enough knowledge (5 to 50 incidents) and therefore results
in higher FP, overall we consistently observed a decreasing
FP ratio. The exact reverse is seen for precision metrics,
which decreases initially, and after 50 incidents it gradually
increases.
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Table 3: Advantage of Fuzzy’ification (accuracy)

Settings FP TP FN TN Prec.

Basic 16.66 61.5 5.2 16.66 78.163
ReasONets 4.36 64.93 2.6 26.66 93.55

Table 4: Scalability Test; Accuracy

# FP TP FN TN Prec.

40 7.123 64.86 2 26 89.97
90 4.146 65.33 1.2 29.36 90.74

As part of our experiments on stress testing, we also tested
the performance of the reasoner with an increasing number
of cases in the system. The number of cases ranged from 7 to
90. The system’s performance does not appear a↵ected by
the number of cases in the system. The tra�c data included
320 incidents with around 200 true incidents over 45 client
machines with worth 10 hours of clean tra�c. Overall, our
experiments show a false positive rate of average 3.9% (with
a lowest performance at 5.3% for 50 cases), a false negative
rate below 1% and an overall precision of 93.33%.

Comparison with baseline approach. The next test
was to gauge the overall accuracy performance of ReasONets
when compared to a generic tra�c classification system. We
calculated precision, FP, FN, TN and TP rates under two
di↵erent scenarios; a) Under normal functionality of the sys-
tem b) After disabling the fuzzy logic reasoning part of Rea-
sONets and replacing with a simple detection logic, based
on standard cluster analysis (through crisp K-nn). Table 3,
showcases the decrease in FP and increase in precision under
ReasONets. This is expected as ordinary data classification
based systems cannot properly serve the numerous border-
line cases which fall under more than one category, which is
where our ranking algorithm based on fuzzy performs at its
best.
Scalability. Scalability tests allow us to observe the ability
of the system to incorporate an ever growing network size
and measure the hit/drop in performance that comes with it.
The CPU usage was found to be relatively high in previous

Table 5: Scalability Test; Performance Metrics (sec-
onds)

# Server Poll Process time Avg. CPU

40 400 109 71.3
90 800 124 82.7

tests due to the un-naturally high number of records (data)
being transferred from the client machines, we reduced the
number of records being transferred to a more realistic num-
ber, as described in Section 6.3. This allowed us to test the
system in near real-world conditions. Results from these
tests are reported in Tables 4 and 5. As explained earlier,
under normal functionality of a learning based system, the
system should show trends of lowering of FP ratio and in-
creasing in precision. This is exactly what is seen across 40
(corresponding to about 185 distinct IP addresses) and 90
machines (corresponding to about 450 distinct IPs).

7. CONCLUSION
Incident detection is an ongoing issue among corporations

worldwide, as highlighted by recent industry and govern-
ment e↵orts for classifying and addressing network threats
[21, 20]. Though many approaches to incident and intrusion
detection exist, they seem too strict to provide real-time
situational awareness to system administrators.

To address this shortcoming, in this paper, we presented
ReasONets, a novel approach for situational awareness of
network incidents. ReasONets aims to leverage input from
classic anomaly detection tools to learn about ongoing inci-
dents and notable events within a closed network. Through
extended experiments, we demonstrate the performance of
the system against several system and network parameters.
To date, this is the first system o↵ering a concrete incident
reasoner for increased awareness in controlled networks.

Our next step consists of integrating our case represen-
tation with the Structured Threat Information eXpression
(STIX) format promoted by Mitre [21]. We will deploy the
KB in an extended STIX format, and characterize each case
by means of observables and STIX indicators. Further, we
will refine our case processing for improved accuracy. We
also plan to conduct tests on very large networks, of over
1,000 hosts. The ability of our system to scale seamlessly to
over 400 IP addresses with no significant performance delay
is a strong indicator of the capability of ReasONets. Nev-
ertheless, a slight architectural re-design may be required,
wherein the functionality of the engine may be replicated
among collaborating systems managed by a set of network
administrators.
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Table 6: Application Metrics

Metric name Description
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# DELETE requests Number of requests for deleting a
specified resource
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URL

Avg. parameters in
request

Avg number of parameters in the
URL

Avg. data sent by
POST requests

Avg size of POST requests received

Avg. responses length Helps identify change in the tra�c
behavior, should remain constant
over time

Avg. re-directions Occurrences of the class of status
code 3xx (further action needs to be
taken by the user agent in order to
fulfill the HTTP request)

Avg. client errors Occurrences of class of status code
4xx (client seems to have erred)

Avg. server errors Occurrences of class of status code
5xx (server failed to fulfill an appar-
ently valid request)

Table 7: Network Metrics
Metric name Description

Flow count A flow is identified by:
sourceIP, sourcePort, destina-
tionIP, destinationPort, and
Protocol

Avg. flow packet count average number of packets in
a flow

Avg. flow byte count average number of bytes in a
flow

Avg. packet size Average of bytes per packet in
a flow

Flow Behavior Ratio of the flow count and
the average packet size
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Luo, Xinming Ou, and S. Raj Rajagopalan.
Prioritizing intrusion analysis using dempster-shafer
theory. In Proceedings of the 4th ACM workshop on
Security and artificial intelligence, AISec ’11, pages
59–70, 2011.

APPENDIX
A. APPLICATION METRICS

In tables 6 and 7 we report examples of application and
network metrics, respectively.

B. TRAFFIC GENERATION
Below is a brief description of the approach taken to gener-

ate network tra�c for our case base. We provide an example
of the DoS case.

• We inspected the data set available to us (i.e. Caida
and Predict, as discussed in Section 6.1) to identify the
smallest unit of tra�c (minimal set of tra�c records)
which would constitute (be detected) an incident (say
a DoS attack). This was achieved by running all the
tra�c records through ReasONets, so as to recognize
the machine(s) and time it came under attack.

• After identifying the machine and time, we segregated
all the tra�c records reflecting tra�c coming in or go-
ing out from the victim machine until the time of the
attack.

• We then filtered records which were too far apart (time-
wise) to reduce the tra�c records being considered and
tested whether ReasONet would still recognize the re-
duced tra�c record set as an attack. In this way, we ob-
tained a minimal tra�c set identifiable as a DoS attack
which we would re-use later to create multiple attacks.

• To create the synthetic attacks, the script changed the
IP address of the machine which was attacked to that
of the client machine which we wanted to simulate an
attack on. The script also changed the source of the
attacks (the external IP addresses from which the at-
tacks had originated) to random values from a lookup
table maintained by us. It also updated the timestamp
and attack distribution, to ensure it was not a perfect
replica of the original attack.

Example 1. Assume the Src IP = 130.203.157.12 (the
machine inside the network which got attacked in the
Predict data set)
New Src IP = local client Machine’s IP address
Old Dest IP = 69.203.157.12
New Dest IP = 145.10.1.1

• Every occurrence of the old Dest IP was changed to
the above new value and the association stored in a
table for convenience and consistency.


